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Introduction
The medical system is on the precipice of change in modern society
with the evolution of persistent high speed data connections both in
static locations and on the road. The exponential growth of information transfer, coupled with modern devices that allow for new forms
of real time collaboration, provides an opportunity for for the medical system to take a leap beyond its conventional hospital boundaries
and interface with a patient in a more personal and consistent manner 1 .
Just a decade ago, it was almost impossible to think of medical
professionals and patients interacting outside of a clinical setting. A
doctor (or rather, their office) may contact the patient from time to
time to remind them of an upcoming appointment or for a quick,
over the phone consultation. But with modern, secure communication protocols it is possible not only for doctors to gain a better understanding of the patient’s progress through live video conferencing
(via Skype) but allow the patient to actively participate in their own
health future. This new field of research is often called telemedicine,
which has the goal of interacting with patients in a more organic
manner.
For a small, usually rural subset of the population, the definition
of telemedicine is focused around providing medical care in places
that would otherwise be too remote to place a full time clinician.
Canada has utilized this approach extensively to reach patients who’s
closest doctors office is several hours by car2 , or for people in developing countries where new mobile phones play a large role in both
data analysis and transmission3 . In these cases, the interaction is still
limited to transmitting previous results and hence does not include
true real time data collection and collaboration.
Recently, telemedicine has expanded from remote interfaces to designs that intend to interact with more urban (and hence connected)
patients in a real-time, continuous manner 4 . For example, mobiLife,
a startup based out of Boston, is attempting to solve the problem of
painful or inaccurate glucose monitoring systems by continuously
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analyzing glucose levels through a microneedle dermal patch that is
connected to a bluetooth enabled phone5 . This information is then
stored on a remote database that can be viewed by a patient’s physician for more accurate treatment or to be notified of abnormal blood
sugar levels.

5

http://www.mobilifeinc.com/

Esoma and Telemedicine
With telemedicine in mind, the Esoma project aims to assist patients who, for a variety of reasons, are required to perform physical
therapy exercises outside of a clinical setting. This is common for
practically all forms of physical therapy, from stress related injuries to
cardiac rehabilitation after invasive heart surgery.
Esoma performs this function by using a depth camera6 to track
skeletal movements of a patient performing exercises in front of their
television at home. This data is then analyzed in real time to provide
the patient with feedback of their progress and encouragement to
continue the exercises which, when performed from a pamphlet, are
often dull and repetitive. To increase patient interest, the interface is
designed as a game, where the patient can choose a number of activities to perform and be rewarded for, such as an archery tournament.
In conjunction with the patient interface, the Esoma system
has the capacity to transmit both raw data and interpolated results
to the overseeing health care professional. Through this interaction
mechanism the health professional can understand how a patient
has been progressing between patient visits. This allows the health
professional not only the ability to have make more in depth tweaks
to a patient’s exercise scheme in the clinic, but through a reverse
interaction allows the patient side of Esoma to be reprogrammed
remotely by the health care provider to provide tailored exercises at
home.
In addition Esoma can, in the event of unusual or alarming data,
inform the health care professional through more urgent channels to
prompt for immediate updates to the exercise scheme. For example,
if a patient is overexerting themselves in a manner that could be
counter productive to their progress, the system would stall further
interaction until the health professional was able to assess potential
complications.
This paper hopes to show the reader of the importance of the problem space addressed, and the ways in which Esoma’s unique approach to physical therapy will lead to better patient compliance,

A camera that measures the distance
from the camera to objects in the scene.
6
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health outcomes and personal satisfaction.

An Introduction to Physical Therapy
Physical Therapy is performed for a variety of reasons, including
cardiac rehabilitation 7 , non pharmacological treatments of certain
ailments 8 , and for regaining flexibility and strength after physical
injury. Esoma is designed to fit any of the aforementioned scenarios
with minimal modification, although it is focused most on cardiac
rehabilitation, and hence the following discusses that particular problem.
Heart disease accounts for a large portion of the total health problems in the United States. A 2006 report from the American Heart
Association estimates that there are approximately eighty one million people living with some form of cardiovascular disease9 in the
United States. This accounts for 27% of the population10 , which
makes solving these problems vital to the overall health of the nation.
Each year, an estimated 7.2 million inpatient cardiovascular operations are performed within the United States each year11 . These
patients are healthier if, after the surgery, they actively participate
in cardiac rehabilitation12 , 13 , 14 . This can lead to lower cholesterol,
lower blood pressure, longer lives and better quality of life. As such,
it would seem almost asinine to not participate in a cardiac rehabilitation program.
However, a problem quickly develops that leads to compliance
rates that are lower than ten percent. Patients are not necessarily able
to comprehend the value of lower systolic blood pressure or believe
that their quality of life can be altered by simple exercise15 . With no
perceived incentive to continue going to cardiac rehabilitation, many
patients lapse. Without the belief that they can alter their condition
through their own actions, patients often take the less healthy alternative by not exercising.
Compounding this problem is the method by which cardiac rehabilitation programs are devised. The aforementioned studies mention
that rehabilitation programs are tied to a hospital or clinic, where
the patient must alter plan their work and life around an additional
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event. Patient visits are augmented with a handout to perform exercises at home, without the guidance or incentive provided by a health
care physician or workout group.

As such, from the patient’s perspective, cardiac rehabilitation is
not only something that provides no understood tangible benefit, but
also intervenes in their lives. Additionally the pamphlets are, quite
frankly, boring, and provide no motivation to continue exercising for
one’s own health.
If an exercise system wants to actively challenge this paradigm
then it must understand why patients do not adhere to cardiac rehabilitation. Any system that asks for a patient to alter their routine
significantly or to perform tasks without a reward is bound to have
limited compliance16 . Even if the positive benefits are understood,
people are often busy and let many of their ambitious goals for better
health sit on the sidelines. This is well exemplified by the new years
resolution, where the completion rate is low because of procrastina-

Figure 1: A sample of the cardiac
rehabillitation exercise sheets that
are handed out to patients. They are
designed to raise the heart rate of the
patient. Because of this the exercises are
both low impact and not interesting.

S.M. Kassin, S. Fein, and H. Markus.
Social psychology. Wadsworth, 2008
16
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tion 17 .
Esoma attempts to offset the negative aspects of cardiac rehabilitation while providing new, tangible benefits for the patient. It uses a
depth camera at home, attached to a television, to create an interactive game environment that can be done at the patient’s convenience.
By intelligently monitoring the movement of the patient while they
play a variety of games Esoma can understand the flexibility and
ability of the patient over an exercise and over multiple days. This
information is presented to the patient in a goal oriented manner,
providing them not only positive feedback but a concrete goal to
work towards. Additionally it would be simple to add a cooperative
and competitive component that worked both online and in the same
household, which has been shown to motivate players18 .
Esoma is also designed to take information about the patient and
transmit that back to the attending health care professional. This
data can be used to understand the patient’s progress between clinical visits, allowing the health care professional to better tailor the
session to the patient’s progress. Esoma also allows for physicians
to modify the exercises done by the patient at home between visits,
meaning that the exercises done at home are adapted to the patient in
a continuous manner. Finally sending information to the health care
professional allows for the patient to be monitored for when physical
therapy is performed incorrectly or in a manner than impedes the
healing process.
Given the untapped market of at home physical therapy systems
Esoma is poised to not only to increase patient compliance and overall health but to help set a paradigm of patient-centric telemedicine
that conforms to the way people live their daily lives.

17
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Part I

Design

Kinect Hardware
Overview
The camera used by the Esoma system is, as of the time of this writing, the Microsoft Kinect19 . This device is meant to be used with
the Microsoft XBox 360 gaming console. However, Adafruit Industries held a competition for a cash prize for the first individual to
be able to read out the data being sent over the USB bus in the form
of a driver 20 . After this endeavor, two open source drivers were
created with more substantial developer support: OpenKinect and
PrimeSense’s OpenNI. The OpenNI platform was developed by the
company who designed and provided hardware for the Kinect depth
camera.

19

http://www.xbox.com/en-US/kinect

20

http://goo.gl/AXGIH

Hardware Teardown
Since Microsoft’s Kinect is a proprietary game controller, any information on the device itself can only be gleaned from some associated
patents and teardowns of the device.
Luckily, the website iFixIt21 is dedicated to tearing apart new
technology, from laptops to cameras to the Kinect. Their teardown
revealed the following important components indicated by the PrimeSense reference design22 .

Figure 2: The components of the Kinect,
showing the optical and electrical
components of interest
21

Microsoft x853750001 an IR CMOS camera that is used for detecting the light emitted from the IR projector, with a resolution of
640x480.
Microsoft vna38209015 a Color CMOS camera capable of a resolution of 640x480. The fact that both cameras have the same resolution is important for creating a depth image that correlates one to
one with the RGB image.
Microsoft OG12 an IR emitter that emits a constant aperiodic dot
pattern that, when coupled with the IR camera and an image
processor, can resolve depth at a axial resolution of approximately

http://www.ifixit.com/Teardown/
Microsoft-Kinect-Teardown/4066/1
22

http://www.primesense.com/?p=514
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1 cm and a transverse resolution of 3 mm. These values are based
off only the optical train, and hence does not take into account the
heuristic nature of the voting algorithm to calculate depth or the
fluctuations in the analog to digital conversion in the CMOS IR
camera23 . This process is discussed in a subsequent chapter.
PrimeSense PS1080-A2 a SoC24 image processor, which is at the heart
of the technology creating the depth map. Based on the reference
specification for use by PrimeSense technology, this SoC calculates
a depth map where each pixel in the depth map corresponds in a
one to one fashion with one pixel on the color image. Additionally
the SoC has the capacity to integrate audio information from two
microphone analog sources or from four external digital sources.
The SoC is coupled with a 12 MHz clock.
Combined, these components create a depth map of 2048 level
resolution (11 bits) axially and a RBG color image to be analyzed
and sent over a USB bus connection to an external device at a rate of
30 Hz.
Additionally there are four audio microphones on the Kinect25 .
They allows the Kinect to perform audio source isolation most likely
through an ICA26 algorithm, or something with a similar ability
to reconstruct independent sources of noise from a convolution.
While the Esoma system does not currently support voice commands
because the OpenNI driver does not support them, the software
used by Microsoft has the ability to control the Microsoft XBox 360
through spoken commands.

Z Zalevsky, A Shpunt, and A Maizels.
Method and System for Object Reconstruction. (PCT/IL2006/000335),
2007
23

24

System on a Chip

25

http://www.ifixit.com/Teardown/
Microsoft-Kinect-Teardown/4066/1

A Hyvärinen. Independent component analysis: algorithms and applications. Neural Networks, 13(4-5):411–430,
jun 2000
26

In depth look at the IR Projector
The entire PrimeSense platform27 relies upon an aperiodic speckle
pattern that is projected onto the scene in front of the device. While
the specifics of the camera used by the Kinect are currently not well
characterized, PrimeSense has published patients that provide some
detail on how the optical system is set up and how it compensates for
scaling and intensity variation issues.
The aperiodic speckle projection is designed to be constant over
time and repeating in a (2n + 1)x(2n + 1), n ∈ Z+ matrix28 . In the
case of the Kinect, this leads to a tiled 3x3 pattern. This design can
be accomplished in a few ways, although the patent (of which figure
three matches the observed images) specifies a coherent light sources
in series with two diffracting elements. One of the elements creates
an interference pattern with a certain divergence angle, while the
second element tiles this pattern into a grid that does not overlap.

of which the Kinect is the only current implementation
27

Prime Sense Ltd. Optical Pattern
Projection. (12840312), jul 2010a
28

kinect hardware
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The order of these two elements can be switched without affecting
the output.

Not much additional information is given on these diffracting elements. The manufacturing process for both elements can be done
through standard lithographic techniques, and the patent only provides the function and not the form of the elements. One can speculate that the first element is similar to a Fourier hologram based
on the interference pattern generated. What is known is that the
diffraction order creates a relatively uniform intensity pattern and is
designed to minimize zero-order diffraction, which has the potential
to saturate the camera or hide other spots. From this information it is
possible to construct a similar system easily.
The detection side of the optical setup must be able to acquire a
speckle pattern that has a relatively uniform intensity and speckle

Figure 3: The IR pattern emitted by
the Kinect. A clear 3x3 grid can be
seen in the projection. http://www.
futurepicture.org/?p=129

Figure 4: The dot pattern specified in
the PrimeSense patent. This pattern is
clearly visible in the Kinect’s output.
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size that does not fluctuate significantly over the axial or transverse
planes.
The optical setup is designed for use cases that extend a certain
range beyond the device. In the case of the Kinect, the playing field
starts two meters from the device. To provide uniform intensity at
this distance, an optical element that corrects for the intensity shifts
can be placed anywhere in the light propagation path. An automatic
gain control unit that accounts for intensity variation due to depth
and curvature of the object can also be used29 .
The speckle size that is projected can be calculated as follows,

∆xcam =

F L
F
λ=
λ
d φd
φd

(1)

where ∆x is the transversal speckle size, F is the focal length, φd
is the illumination spot size on the diffuser, d is the length between
a spot and the camera, L is the distance from a spot to the projector,
and λ is the wavelength of light. As noted in the above equation,
when the distance between the projector and camera is small relative
to the distance of the object from the screen, then the approximation
L ≈ d can be used, allowing for a simplified understanding of the
size of the spot.
Additionally, using a gaussian beam profile, it is trivial to show
that
I∝

1
L2 d2

(2)

again assuming L ≈ d. This takes into account the intensity attenuation from the light projecting into the scene and reflecting back
into the camera. This means that any method for creating a uniform
intensity across the speckle pattern will either have to take the L2 d2
dependence into account.
The patent includes the equation required to calculate the resolution of the device in the axial direction.
δZ = δx LD

d 1
F tan(α)

(3)

where δx LD is the resolution of the shift in the pixel plane, α ≈ L0 /L
given L0 is the distance between the projector and the camera. Using
the values L0 = 20 cm, L ≈ 2 m, δx LD = 6 µm, and F = 8 mm,
the calculated axial resolution is δZ = 15 mm. Since this value is
close to the value of 1 cm quoted for the Kinect and uses a similar
L0 , L values, it is likely that this is how the Kinect’s resolution was
calculated.

Z Zalevsky, A Shpunt, and A Maizels.
Method and System for Object Reconstruction. (PCT/IL2006/000335),
2007
29

kinect hardware
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Importance of understanding the optics
With all the information presented, the conscientious reader might be
wondering why one would be interested in these details. While the
Kinect provides a perfect platform for the patient to interface with
doctors, it is not without its limits. The cost of the Kinect without the
XBox 360 is $150, which can be expensive for some individuals. The
Kinect is also currently under Microsoft’s control, and hence building
a product that uses the Kinect without the XBox 360 is susceptible to
litigation.
However, the information provided with the patent, plus the design reference provided by PrimeSense, allows an electrical engineer
to easily build a more simplistic Kinect type of device at a lower cost.
According to iFixIt.com30 , the total cost of the Kinect is estimated
at $57 2010 USD. While this is relatively inexpensive, several of the
component are unnecessary for the Esoma project. An RBG camera,
while convenient, currently does not add to the algorithm used to
track the patient (although this might change in light of more recent
patents31 , 32 ).
Additionally, while isolating the player’s vocal stream from background noise is important for the Kinect’s function on the XBox 360,
such analysis is not required by Esoma. This means that the number
of microphones can be reduced from four to one (or, if some noise
cancellation is desired, two microphones). Reducing the complexity of the analysis allows for additional cost savings, since one can
choose electronic chips with fewer A2D channels and build in fewer
pipelines to integrate this information. These simple reductions alone
could reduce the price by well over $15 USD, which, if using the
current markup of the Kinect, would allow the device to be sold to
consumers at around $100 using the Microsoft profit margins.
The cost can be further reduced for the consumer by pushing insurance companies pay for a portion or completely for the Esoma
package. Cardiac rehabilitation has been shown to significantly increase the overall health of a patient33 . Healthy individuals present
fewer risks and costs to the health care system, and hence the up
front cost of $100 per patient with a small monthly fee is relatively
small in comparison to the potential of requiring another cardiac
surgery. Compounded with fewer expensive hospital visits (due to
the progress made at home) both the insurance company and the patient would save money while increasing the benefit obtained by both
parties.
While the Esoma system currently uses the Kinect without hesitation, it is possible for Esoma to move to its own FDA and FCC

30

http://www.ifixit.com/Teardown/
Microsoft-Kinect-Teardown/4066/1
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for Depth Mapping. (12522176), jun
2008
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disease: systematic review and metaanalysis of randomized controlled trials.
The American Journal of Medicine, 116,
2004
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approved platform that costs the consumer less, costs the insurance
company less over the lifetime of the patient, and increases the overall health and happiness of the individuals using the Esoma system.

Depth Map and Skeletal Tracking Algorithms
The Esoma platform uses two algorithms to achieve the skeletal
points. Both are provided by PrimeSense, the company that assisted Microsoft in developing the Kinect. The depth map, which
provides an image of the scene in front of the Kinect in terms of the
distance from the Kinect to the objects, is calculated in firmware and
sent over the USB bus. The skeletal tracking software is provided
by the OpenNI framework, a platform developed by PrimeSense to
work with any of the depth camera devices that use the PrimeSense
reference design (including a future product that is expected to be
released in mid 201234 ). While only part of the depth map creation
is known from patents (and hence cannot be described in perfect
detail), the skeletal tracking module is open source and well defined.

34

The Asus Wavi Xtion http://goo.gl/

byXx5

Depth Map Algorithm
The depth map algorithm described by a PrimeSense patent35 provides some insight into how the constant random point distribution
seen in the Kinect chapter is used to make a 640x480 depth map36 .
Briefly, it can be summarized as such37

Z Zalevsky, A Shpunt, and A Maizels.
Method and System for Object Reconstruction. (PCT/IL2006/000335),
2007
36
create drawing for algorithm
35

Red = variable, Purple = operation,
Green = loop.
37

1. Scan a moving window of a certain size (the example is 16x16)
across the entire IR CMOS image.
2. Evaluate whether or not a region represents a shadow. For those
regions that are not a shadow, mark them as unknown.
3. While the number of unknown sections is greater than some
percentage of the total number of points.
(a) Select a random point from the unknown set.
(b) Match the random point to the reference image.
(c) Correlate the depth to the shift in the pixels. This is done
through a voting process where each offset provides a depth
potential and a confidence in that offset. If the confidence in
the total is low (which occurs at edges and sharp curvatures)

26
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increase the search space to increase the confidence above

a threshold. If the confidence is still below the threshold, the
choose the depth value with the highest confidence.
(d) Mark the point as a certain depth.
4. Use the information about the moving window of the depth
points to create a one to one map with the RBG image38 .
This process is done at 30 Hz, and is sent over the USB bus connection to an external device for further processing.

This part is assumed based on PrimeSense wording, logic, and device
output, though is not explicitly stated.
38

Skeletal Tracking
The depth map is the only piece of information currently used by
OpenNI to track skeletal features. There are hints that future products will use a different illumination technique with higher fidelity
coupled with RBG camera tracking software to create a more complete solution, especially for cases in which a player is occluded by an
object or is indistinguishable from the background due to the small
difference between the plane of the person and the background39 , 40 .
From the described PrimeSense patents41 and general techniques
learned from computer science it is trivial to implement the skeletal tracking software done by the OpenNI platform. In fact, since
OpenNI is open source code, it can be viewed and scruinized42 . The
basic idea is summarized below.
From a depth map, first determine the edges where the change
in depth changes significantly. Use this in a blobbing algorithm to
define the position of the person in the scene. After acquiring this
position and outline, ask the person to stand in a calibration pose,
where the player had their elbows level with their collar bone and
hands raised in the air. Use this pose to calculate the approximate
positions of the hands, elbows, etc. Then stretch a skeletal model to
fit these points. Finally, adjust the points so that they make sense
within normal human parameters.
This process is then repeated every thirtieth of a second, as the
depth map images are acquired.

Esoma additions
Esoma adds on another layer that aims to simplify the design of
gesture recognition algorithms while providing a robust platform the
creating new, third party additions to the system . Collectively these
additions are sometimes referenced as the driver (or userland driver)
of the Esoma system, and is known as EsomaS for Esoma Sender.

Figure 5: The blob identified by the
OpenNI framework. It determines the
skeleton by identifying the head, then
finding the height of the person, and
finally by stretching a skeletal model
onto the map.
Prime Sense Ltd. Distance-Varying
Illumination and Imaging Techniques
for Depth Mapping. (12522176), jun
2008
40
Prime Sense Ltd. Depth Mapping
Based on Pattern Matching and Stereoscopic Information. (12844864), jul
2010c
41
Prime Sense Ltd. Extraction of
Skeletons from 3D Maps. (12854188),
aug 2010b
39

42

https://github.com/OpenNI/OpenNI

depth map and skeletal tracking algorithms
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Coordinate Systems in Esoma
The Esoma system stores the skeletal points in a special class structure called CoordinateData3D. The points are loaded into a variable
sized array, where they are assigned a coordinate system type (such
as cartesian), default origin (the Kinect), and default rotation. From
here, translations and rotations can be applied and removed freely
(although care needs to be taken in the order of removal) to provide a
new reference for the skeletal points. Additionally the entire system
can be switched from any of cartesian, cylindrical or spherical coordinate systems freely, with little loss in precision. There are occasions
where a number is slightly inaccurate because of the seven significant
figures that are allowed in a float data type.
The convenience of this data storage is that the dimensionality of
any problem can be significantly reduced by choosing an optimal
reference point and coordinate system. In the case of most gestures,
without any modifications, a program would have to consider movement in with several degrees of freedom, depending on the joint.
With the coordinate system, one can choose to anchor the skeleton
or certain parts of it in order to reduce twitching, flexing, rotations,
and other noise artifacts. Additionally one can ignore certain parameters that appear in certain coordinate systems because they represent
constants like the length of the arm, and as such reduce the dimensionality of the problem to solve.
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Figure 6: A default coordinate system,
with several methods of measuring a
vector position (cartesian, cylindrical,
and spherical) shown.
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A simple example of this is the pointing gesture, where the user
points at the screen in an attempt to interface in a more traditional
mouse and cursor method. For this system, one could attempt to
define a plane at the camera that is parallel to the torso body plane,
then use the coordinates of the right or left arm to derive a line that
projects from a certain point in space to the imaginary screen, and
then use this to draw the cursor. This requires calculations in three
dimensions that takes an additional twist dimension into account to
remove the effects of body rotation while pointing.
This can be greatly simplified by changing the coordinate system to have an origin at the shoulder of the person’s arm and then
switching to cylindrical coordinates where the positive z axis is parallel to the normal of the screen. From here, we can use the distance
from the screen and the θ angle from the z axis to define a triangle ,
where the base of the triangle lies on the screen. Finding the distance
from the normal is just a matter of trigonometry. This removes all the
problems of handling coordinates in three dimensional space with a
well defined two dimensional problem.

Figure 7: The coordinate system both
rotated and translated. These operations do not commute.

y
x

z

Figure 8: A person’s arm (black) pointing at a screen (gray) with the Kinect
watching the scene (green). The problem can be difficult using the normal
coordinate system since the arm can be
translated and rotated in space.
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Another simple example is twisting motion of the hips. The user
can both rotate their hips in three dimensions and walk at the same
time. Removing the translational motion from the rotation can be
difficult. However, if we anchor the body at the belly button then all
of the translation disappears since the coordinate system is now on
the moving reference frame of the body. This can be coupled with a
translation to cylindrical or spherical coordinates, which will directly
provide the angle value of the hips as a result. At that point the only
complication is one that was expected in either scenario, which is the
wrapping of [0, 2π ) on the unit circle.
From these examples it is easy to see the power of coordinate
system transformations in solving gesture recognition problems. This
dimensionality reducing technique is versatile and can be applied to
both parametric and machine learning forms of gesture recognition.

Model Layers
The introduction of easily mutable coordinate systems necessitates
a method by which one can safely access data without destroying
previous results, and ideally in a memory efficient manner. As such,
Esoma uses an version of the model-view-controller43 where the
model is broken up into several distinct layers. These are the skeletal
layer, data collector layer, and gesture recognition layer.

43
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Skeletal Layer
The skeletal layer is relatively simple in that it contains only a few
objects that are instantiated and removed as users enter and leave the
scene. These objects are from the class Skeleton, and contain all of
the data acquired directly from the Kinect, including the positions
of the skeletal points in a CoordinateData3D object and rotations
about each joint. This data is generated for each user and held in a
read only manner. The skeletal objects also contain a vector which
contains references to the objects in the data collector layer. This is
known as an observer44 pattern, where the skeleton can then tell all
of the data collectors listening to the skeleton that there is new data
to be had. upon.

Data Collector Layer
The next layer depends on the skeletal layer, and is populated by objects that take the raw, read only data from the skeleton and perform
calculations using their own copy of the data. This layer allows for
the skeletal objects to focus on collecting data from the outside world
while segregating the calculations into easily understood modules.

44
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Examples of objects that would occupy this layer include arm extension calculations, twisting calculations, and pointing/directional
calculations.
These objects are dynamically instantiated depending on the type
of gesture that is being recorded. For example, if the visualization
program wants to know where the user is pointing on the screen, it
can ask Esoma to automatically calculate all of the relevant points
and then link those to the gesture. Once this action is no longer required, any calculation object that has no more references to it is
destroyed, similar to garbage collection featured in many modern
programming languages.

Gesture Recognition Layer
The final layer consists of a set of objects that culls the data from
the data collection layer and uses it, along with a weighting system,
to determine whether or not an action has been performed. In this
manner the objects created here have references to the different data
collector objects as needed, with multiple gestures being able to
reference the same object. When a program or user requests a gesture
these objects automatically instantiate data collector objects if they do
not exist and linked them to the skeletal model.
This technique of segregation of the gestures is helpful in a few
ways. First, it is designed to allow the control aspect of the design
to not have to worry about how objects are created or even how
they process data. Through this method the objects just add to a
messaging stack at the end of their computing turn and send their
data off to another program entirely. As such the computation behind
most of the tracking can be done in a manner that does not concern
the programmer, leaving third party plugin developers with a simple
framework to work in.
Secondly, and most importantly, is the ability to use this layout
to allow the system to program itself. By allowing objects to listen
to some subset of a database one can easily add new classes to the
system through automatic filtering and weighting techniques. These
dynamic classes would listen to a trainer perform a new exercise in
front of the device and learn from the movement of the joints how to
best characterise the movement. This information can then be saved
as an XML type file that can be loaded at a later runtime without a
single line of code being written manually.
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Temporal Packeting
The gestures themselves currently rely on a parametric algorithm for
determining if a gesture has been done. It can be simply thought of
as an extension of a clustering algorithm: given a set of points related
to different data streams but all containing a time tag, group them
based on how close they are to each other and how much blank space
is in-between the time markers.
After this procedure, we are left with a set of temporal “packets”
that, in most cases, correlate one to one with the repetition of the
exercises. This allows for two sets of calculations to be done.
One set of calculations is done within each packet itself. By examining when certain events in certain data streams happen relative
to one another it is possible to derive information such as the speed
of the exercise, the stability, or the approximate force exerted by the
patient.
Additionally one can calculate data from packet to packet. This
allows for the exercise repetitions to be compared to each other to see
if the patient is struggling through a particular set or if the set is too
easy. This analysis also provides the overall rate of the exercise, an
important timing parameter when the patient is supposed to hold a
pose for a set amount of time and then relax for some time.

Figure 9: Temporal packeting in action.
The orange line represents arm extension as a percent and the purple line
is the first derivative of arm extension.
The local maxima/minima are located,
and then packaged together based on
their time stamps (red boxes).

Self Programming
The culmination of this extended model-view-controller design is
to allow the physician to easily modify the exercise routine done by
the patient through only a digital interaction. To accomplish this, the
physician must have both information on the patients current abilities
and the ability to tailor the next steps to the particular individual.
This part, while not yet implemented, will work in the following manner. The programmer will stand in front of the Kinect in
the starting pose for the exercise. A countdown timer will then be
presented, which when it hits zero will require the programmer to
perform one complete repetition of the exercise, followed by a neutral
pose. This process is then repeated several times as the system builds
up a data on which parameters are fluctuating the most and which
calculations best predict the way in which the programmer moves.
The data is then recorded in an XML file with the included data collectors required and the weighting on parameters calculated from
these. This final file can be transfered to the patient, and at which
time their movements can be correlated to the exercise. Additionally the information stored will provide enough information for a
training program on the patient’s side to simulate the exercise so that

Physical Therapist performs exercise in front of
recording program.

XML

Patient Device
Figure 10: Schematic of the self programming process, where arrows
indicate data transfer.
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the patient has a better understanding of how a particular exercise is
performed.
This is critical to the success of the platform. Physical therapists
have a repertoire of exercises at their disposal, but they can easily
be modified to fit individual cases, and no two patients will benefit
optimally from the same workout setup. Additionally there is not a
required basis set for physical therapists, and hence each one may
use a different set of exercises or requirements for the patient. Allowing this system to be flexible to both parties while being minimally
intrusive to the workload on either provides Esoma an advantage
over other implementations.
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Communication Layer and Interface
Esoma is divided into modules that interact in an extended modelview-controller fashion. Part of this extension is using a communication/controller framework that allows over twenty different programming languages to talk to the model without having to worry at
all about how gestures are calculated or the skeletal points are generated. This communication layer is implemented on both the model
side of the system as well as the interface side, allowing communication across programs and across networks simple.
The interface then uses the information obtained by the model in
order to draw onto the screen and provide user interaction. In the
most common scenario the interface programmer only has to think
about design, since the calculated data for the skeleton is provided
to them through the communication layer. This allows for a broader
scope of individuals with more diverse backgrounds in interface design to work on the Esoma system without knowing a large amount
of programming. To assist in this, the Processing45 programming
toolkit is used for its ease and straight forward language to designing
interfaces and drawing onto a screen.
The following sections will talk more about the communication
controller and the interface in detail.

45

http://processing.org

Figure 11: Architecture of a ZeroMQ
Pub/Sub message. All the frames
are created from char[] arrays, hence
allowing arbitrary string data to be
added. Note that this is far less efficient than a binary mode, although
one can add a binary payload with
careful coding. The numbers on the
left indicate the size of the frame
http://zguide.zeromq.org/page:all

Controlled Model implemented across Programming Languages
The controller in Esoma is based on TCP and ZeroMQ to provide low
latency, multiplexed output to external programs. In most cases, the
packets are routed back to the local host, which provides the privilege of using one of a large number of programming languages and
the tools built for those languages to design the interface. However,
the packets can be streamed live over a network for asynchronous
use by a clinician side devices or for potential real time collaboration
in exercise therapy between patients with their attending clinicians.
This is based on the publisher subscriber model and implemented
with ZeroMQ46 , which is a library for creating TCP packets that are
easily understood and reduce the latency on the network through

Figure 12: The publisher subscriber
model, including subscriber identification packets (1) and (2). After these
are sent, data flows from the publisher
freely.
46
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multiplexing. This can be extended to a 1 to N fanout model, where
one publisher (the Kinect/EsomaS) sends information to multiple
programs. However the most common mode of operation for the
patient is one to one.
This setup is designed as a networked userland driver, which
can be briefly used as follows. First, the interface program tells the
model (also known as the driver in this document) that it would like
to setup a connection. This connection is then saved on the driver
side and assigned a hashed unique ID that is sent back to the interface program so the interface can determine which messages were
meant for it. After this, the interface sends a request for a skeleton,
which will require the user to pose in a particular pose for the skeletal tracking to function properly. Once this link is set up, the interface
can send over arbitrary gestures that it would like to listen to, causing the driver to publish its information as fast as it can47 . Finally the
interface can use the published stream to interact with the user in a
dynamic way.
There will be several additional command request. One will be for
self programming, since this part is related to the gesture calculations
and hence lives in the driver. Another addition would allow this
system to be extended to send information to a third party for real
time collaboration and joint physical therapy exercises, assuming the
latency over the network is low. In these cases, subsets of the data
may be sent as a surrogate for the entire information set when the
visualization requirements on the third party side are limited, such
as if a emergency contact needs to be made with a physician who is
currently out of the office and only has a cellular telephone.
The benefits of this approach are several fold. It allows arbitary
additions to the main Esoma driver through any of over twenty programming languages, currently only restricted by those languages
that do not yet have ZeroMQ48 . Additionally this provides a simple
method for creating a multithreaded program, which otherwise can
be a difficult feat. Finally, this modular approach allows Esoma to be
network ready from the beginning, allowing for more complete physical therapy and systems where people not only perform exercises for
their health but can be motivated through support groups and group
exercises.

Human Interface
The interface presented to the user is the most visible part of the
Esoma system, and acts as the method of which to make a true connection to the player that is enjoyable and helpful. This is implemented through the Processing toolkit, which extends Java to be able

on a fast machine this is equal to
30 Hz. However, an inherent problem
exists from using non-deterministic
operating systems in that timing is
never guaranteed in any form.
47

even in these cases it is possible, just
more difficult
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to create visualizations with relative ease. This interface is sometimes
referenced as EsomaL, standing for the Esoma Listener.
This layer, like all of the others, operates as a set of sub-layers that
interact with each other. One of the layers is a container for the information obtained from the controller layer. A second layer exists as a
drawing stack, easily allowing data to be drawn to the screen without
having to know how any other part of the visualizations work. Finally, a third gesture like layer controls certain user interactions that
are outside of the scope of the driver, such as mouse gesture support
for interfacing with the system.

Container layer
The container layer is almost a direct mirror of the skeletal layer
present in the driver part of Esoma, with the exception that no calculations are attached to the skeletal objects created here. Instead, a
skeleton is assigned to each user of the system and all information
calculated in the driver is stored in the instantiated objects. This data
is then strictly read only and is, in the optimal case, not used for exercise calculations. However, if a third party would desire the ability
to design additional algorithms on the interface side there is no strict
limit on this, only a philosophical one. The hope is that all infor-

Figure 13: A patient using the Esoma
system seeing the EsomaL interface
program.
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mation that could possibly be relevant is provided to the interface
designer such as pointer position on screen so that they may focus on
the interface itself.

Drawing Stack
To aid in the designing of an interface, the visual program is designed in such a way that a designer creates self sufficient visual
modules that can be drawn onto the screen at any position. Examples
of this include the skeleton, which is drawn onto the background,
and graphs of measured parameters that are automatically generated.
In most cases, the result is as simple as the following Java code.
drawing_stack . push (new DataGraph ( A r r a y l i s t < f l o a t > array_to_draw ,
int x_coordinate_to_draw_at ,
i n t y_ co or di nat e_ to _d raw _a t ,
int color_of_graph ) ) ;

This code draws a graph of the array of floats onto the screen. One
can also modify the constructor for the DataGraph class to define a
scaling factor so that the data fits within a certain area.
This design can easily be extended to button type objects, where
a reference listing exists of click-able objects for the user to press on.
Then, when the click gesture is performed, the location of the mouse
point is looked up against the referenced click-able objects and the
first object under the cursor is selected.
Programming in this manner is convenient in that it provides a
way to modularize the interface and easily allow objects to enter and
leave the screen dynamically as required. One major setback is that
the interface designer must be careful of times when a programming
design requires a busy wait, as this fill halt the drawing stack until
the operation is performed. This can be overcome by designing the
interactions and gestures in a separate section from the drawing
objects.

Gestures
The interface has its own gestures, although these are designed to be
mouse gestures for support in interacting with the interface.
An example is the clicking mechanism in Esoma, which is where
the user draws a circle approximately twice over the element that the
user would like to click (Figure 8). In this case, the derived mouse
values are watched for a certain set of constrains such as is the mouse
moving in the same circular direction and how much of an angular
distance has been traversed. One could also easily include a third
dimension to the mouse position based on the extension of the arm,

Figure 14: An example circle detected
via a gesture, where the black line is the
mouse movement over time (starting
at the orange dot and ending at the
purple dot), the circle dot is the center,
and the red lines connect the center
to the mouse spline. The gesture is
detected is the splines move in the
same angular direction and if they are
within a certain variation in size. Note
the odd shape is went to model the
imperfections in human movement.
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allowing for more complex gestures such as pulling or shoving of
design elements.
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Part II

Discussion

Design Choices
The design of Esoma is unusual. Most systems that acquire data
would perform it in a driver for the majority of collection, use this information to produce a model, and then act on that model all within
one framework and programming language. Esoma takes a different approach by vastly separating these layers, adding in a strong
networking focus whos only drawback is an unusual programming
thought process.
However, the true design inspiration is not the networking capabilities or the ability to self program the system, or any of the reasons
previously listed. The inspiration is to make a system that is not just
for physical therapy, but for anyone trying to understand how people can interact in such a drastically new way with the aid of recent
technology.
The Esoma project is primarily focused on using this inspiration
to design a system that can be used by doctors and patients to communicate across boundaries that before only existed due to factors
of inconvenience. This platform provides patients with an ability to
truly understand what is happening to them, to be a full participating member in their health. And doctor’s are team members too,
knowing that they are making an impact on an individual’s health on
a personal level rarely achieved.
In addition to Esoma’s goal, the platform is being designed to be
handed off in part to a variety of institutions. In the Tufts Human
Factors department professors are itching to solve problems of how
to enable real time collaboration and exactly which factors are most
important to the success of communication. One example of this is a
design where participants are asked to play a game with others in increasing isolation, first allowing the participants to see each other and
communicate and ending with each player participating in the game
in separate rooms. This work aims to create an understanding of how
we can communicate these ideas through constrained networking
spaces.
The platform is also designed to integrate with work done by
the New Media Medicine group at the MIT Media Lab. Their work
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focuses on using telemedicine and electronic health records to bring
patients and doctors closer together while providing patients with a
greater control over their own health lives. Esoma aids in this goal
by providing both a compelling communications platform and by
coupling with other devices both at the Media Lab and commercially
to provide a more complete picture of the well being of the patient.
These are only the stated interfacing goals. By providing access to
the body in simplistic ways that any designer can utilize the Esoma
platform provides an extensible platform for interfacing with people
in ways that can be understood organically. Children and adults who
have problems with communicating because of disorders like autism
can see models of how people display body language. Trainers could
use the system to easily understand the form of professional athletes even when they are training in a far away country, or amateur
athletes could learn from the pros. The possibilities of interacting
with intelligent skeletal models that are programmed by real people
performing their moves can have endless bounds.
It is for these reasons that Esoma was built, and ideally it has
attained these goals over the few short weeks that it has been in
development.

Health Care
Esoma presents an interesting paradigm for health care. Currently,
according to both personal talks with Dr. Balady at Boston Medical
Center and some of his papers49 patients do not adhere to cardiac
rehab programs, even when they are shown to be very beneficial
to the patient. Most of the papers cited in this thesis estimate the
completion rate of the programs at less than ten percent, and this
can cause frustration for the doctors attending for the care of their
patients.
It is hard to blame the patients for this adherence rate. The exercises are really boring, and the requirement of some programs to come
in to a hospital from a rural town three times a week at the cost of
the copay can quickly lead to dissatisfaction.
These statements are well known from personal interactions and
studies. Esoma was designed to eliminate the hurdles involved in
the rehabilitation process, providing doctors with a much better
understanding of their patients while providing patients interaction
with entertainment, access to their doctor, and potentially interaction
with other people who are going through a similar healing process.
However, none of this addresses whether or not the health care
system, in the US, is ready for this kind of device. The answer is,
quite honestly, no. Computers are in hospitals but well behind current standards, and many news stories are published about how
switching to electronic medical records has costed a significant
amount of money without a significant amount of gain. Additionally there are no standards for electronic communication between the
patient and the doctor, no understanding of how a standard would
work with the strict standards of health privacy, and a current de
facto lack of this type of communication with the patient in an interactive manner. Talks with the FDA have also shown the nebulous
regulatory rules around wireless health products50 .
This does not diminish the value of the Esoma project. To wait
on the sidelines while the medical system slowly tries to change is
a fools errand. To be effective, Esoma only needs to go to the source
that can implement the change: the attending physical therapist or

GJ Balady, BJ Fletcher, ES Froelicher,
and LH Hartley. Cardiac Rehabilitation
Programs A StatementforHealthcareProfessionals From the American Heart
Association. Circulation, 90:1602–1610,
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clinician. At a low enough cost and high enough gain, the Esoma
system can gain some traction. To aid in adoption the Esoma project
aims to interface with protocols that use only FDA and FCC approved equipment, lowering the barrier that Esoma has to jump in
order to be market ready. Small companies that have forged ahead of
uncertain regulations while involving the FDA from the beginning
of their product have been relatively successful based on personal
anecdotes at the Health Care Innovation Day event in DC.
The open design nature of this system caters to these problems.
Every doctor’s office is different, and needs a different way to access
different health care components. By segregating the pieces of interaction with the system they can be easily tailored for a particular
purpose. Additionally, the system will stay open to researchers51 ,
allowing work to continue and for new, unheard of uses to thrive.
In this way, while work is being done to integrate into the medical
market, the system can stay nimble for a variety of other individuals
and gain traction in other arenas first.
The end goal of the medically focused side of the Esoma project
is integration of doctors and patients in a novel and assisting way.
But since this paradigm has not yet spread, Esoma acts to work in
other fields in a multifaceted way that keeps the assets of the system
strong, robust, and valuable to others.

51

for the foreseeable future
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